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1. Family Pictures (individually labelled)

2. Individual Biographies:
   A. Jane (Patrick) Abbott (1815 - 1913)
   B. Squire William Patrick (1822 - 1915)
   C. William (1866 - 1958) and Mary Elizabeth Montgomery (1864 - 1949)
   D. T.L. Patrick (1896 - 1957)

4. Excerpt from book, One Man's Family

3. Family Tree Scrapbook of Calvin Marshall Patrick

5. Wills:
   A. Thomas Patrick Sr. (1788 - 1858)
   B. Anthony C. Hughes

6. Various Newspaper Articles, 1922 - 1935

7. Correspondence, from Joseph H. Patrick to Thomas H. Patrick, c. 1882-3

8. Miscellaneous Items


10. Livestock, Japanese Connections, 1850 - 1986

11. Bound edition of One Man's Family